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places as assemblages: paradigm shift or fashionable nonsense? - athens journal of architecture
october 2015 297 assemblage theory is often used as “nonphilosophical understanding of philosophy”,
particularly in art, architecture, design and urbanism.9 architecture i theory i criticism i history atch macarthur, john. 2000. “the look of the object,” assemblage: a critical journal of architecture and design
culture, vol.41 (april), p.48. assemblage thinking and the city: implications for urban ... - assemblage
thinking contributes to the contemporary articulation of social-spatial relations (anderson, kearnes, mcfarlane,
& swanton, 2012). in effect, it addresses the inseparability of sociality and spatiality and the ways in
challenges of critical urban theory assemblage urbanism ... - for contemporary critical urban theory,
with particular attention to a recent paper by mcfarlane (2011a) in this journal. we argue that there is no single
‘assemblage urbanism’, towards the performative architecture through the tectonic ... - critical points
of contemporary cities, redefining the essence of the architecture, re-inserting it into social fabric and
promoting the concept of the potential of the constructive expression. peter eisenman: critical review wordpress - peter eisenman: critical review christine phillips assignment uploaded to turnitin introduction in
1983 a brief article by peter eisenman described a break from the role of function, which at the threshold of
critical architectural theory: new - at the threshold of critical architectural theory: new possible solutions…
lerzan aras1, 1european university of lefke, faculty of architecture, department of architecture, gemikonagı,
trnc received: 07/06/2016 accepted: 31/10/2016 abstract the objective of this article is to emphasize the
breaking points in critical architectural theory which leaded to our today’s hotly debated and ... conservation
values, the authorised heritage discourse and ... - conservation values, the authorised heritage
discourse and the conservation-planning assemblage . john pendlebury* global urban research unit, school of
architecture, planning and landscape newcastle university, uk . the focus of this paper is the practice of
conservation applied through the english planning system, termed conservation-planning. it argues that a
distinct conservation-planning ... the judge is not an operator: historiography, criticality ... - the judge
is not an operator: historiography, criticality and architectural criticism criticism is always an affront, and
itsonly justification lies in its usefulness, in making its object available to just response.' we are now emerging
from a hyper-theorised, hyper-eritical episode in architecture. whether you call it deconstruction,
postmodernism, or some other thing, it was a period when ... architectural theory & criticism - school of
architecture ... - to analyze critical writing and built work, and to draw out the ideas behind them to provide
an intellectual bridge across the suspended space between theory and practice to allow individuals to develop
their own lens for which to interpret and make sense of architecture theory and criticism urban studies
2018, vol. 55(2) 263–273 agglomeration and ... - on jargon yet arguing that assemblage is a form of
critical urban thinking that holds potential for a general but open theory of urbanity. we also suggest that
many parts of scott and the typology of the berlin block: history, continuity and ... - athens journal of
architecture - volume 2, ... the typology of the berlin block: history, continuity and spatial performance by
katharina borsi nicole porter† megan nottingham‡ the berlin block of the nineteenth century is currently
undergoing a renaissance. in a modified form the perimeter block appears in a number of current master
plans, such as bercy, paris, barcelona as well as in ...
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